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D

olev group is Israel’s leading premier
providers of electromagnetic shielding
solutions for institutional sector, private & business. Dolev was established in 1994,
the company is still managed by its founders and
owners, and supported by skilled team.

• Dolev Electromechanic Technologies &
Engineering Ltd.
• Dolev Clean Environment Ltd.

Dolev Ltd.
Dolev Ltd. is a quality-focused engineering firm
founded in 1994 whose diversified industrial experience results in innovative and complete solutions for electromagnetic field problems EMF/ELF
DC/AC field. We have a proven team of experi-

Dolev Clean Environment Ltd.
Dolev Clean Environment Ltd. has set itself a major task to explain the concept of” dirty electricity.
Electrical pollution (‘dirty electricity’) is, in simple
terms, ‘noise’ generated in and conducted by the
electrical supply wiring system by common electrical devices, household appliances and power
lines. This is a type of power characterised by
higher frequencies (4kHz to 100kHz) that can

enced engineer dedicated to providing state-ofthe-art solutions to today’s demanding needs.
An expert support staff exists with expertise in providing high quality CAD drawings, maintenance,
calibration, and assembly of control panels.
DOLEV Ltd. is a privately owned company acting
as an exclusive representative of various leading
EMI/RFI/EMF electronic industry manufacturers.
Our world is full of electromagnetic waves originating from high voltage electric and magnetic
sources such as electricity generation and distribution, medical electrified trains and trams.
A new electromagnetic shielding system, Dolev
Smart Shield Panel™, has been developed by
Dolev specialist producers of EMI/RFI/EMF shielding, to create protection for both people and sensitive equipment from the effects of interference
from electromagnetic fields.
Dolev Ltd. has exclusive sales & distribution representative of active and passive components &
hardware for electronic packaging.
Thanks to a skilled and dedicated team the company has devolved and today it includes two
companies:

have a negative impact upon our bodies.
To help protect against the negative effects of
dirty electricity it is recommended that the average European home install 15 Filters. Some large
homes or buildings may require additional boxes
of Filters. To ensure optimum performance of the
Filters the Micro surge Meter is highly recommended to monitor the effectiveness of the Filter
arrangement.
Experience has shown that additional Filters
should definitely be added for Meter readings
above 30. For readings above 20 more benefits
are probable when additional Filters are added.
More and more we are surrounded by non ionizing electromagnetic radiation, mainly caused by
the increasing quantity of electrical equipment in
our living environment.
Scientific research proves that there is a relationship between exposure to electromagnetic radiation and health problems. Radiation now with asbestos it took several decades before the scientists
all agreed that both asbestos and non ionizing
electromagnetic radiation affect our health in a
very negative way.
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